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Most of the time we communicate using language without considering
the complex activity we are undertaking, forming words and sentences in
a split second. This book introduces the analysis of language structure,
combining both description and theory within a single, practical text. It
begins by examining words and parts of words, and then looks at how words
work together to form sentences that communicate meaning. Sentence
patterns across languages are also studied, looking at the similarities and
the differences we find in how languages communicate meaning. The book
also discusses how context can affect how we structure our sentences: the
context of a particular language and its structures, the context of old and
new information for us and our addressee(s), and the context of our culture.
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Notes for instructors and readers

This book is intended to be read in order, from chapter 1 to chapter 9, as each
chapter builds on the content of previous chapters. It contains a large number of
exercises, over one hundred in total; chapters 2 to 8 contain two sets of exercises,
one set based on English and another set based on other languages. The degree of
difficulty of each exercise is indicated with asterisks: exercises with two asterisks
present more of a challenge than those with one asterisk. Several chapters include
text-based exercises both to provide variety and to guide the reader towards a
more realistic experience of linguistic fieldwork. There are also ‘mini-exercises’
in the text of each chapter, and additional exercises and resources are available
on the web via Cambridge University Press. In addition, this book offers an
extensive glossary (glossary items appear in the text in bold, small capitals at
their first occurrence) and a list of the 200+ languages referred to in this book;
the language list includes references where more information on each language
may be found.

A native or advanced level of English is assumed of the reader, but only basic
linguistic terminology is presupposed. As such, this book is ideally suited to
a second-level undergraduate class. It is also appropriate for an introductory
graduate-level class, particularly where the student is migrating from studying
formal approaches to syntax to a more functional approach (chapters 3 to 9 in
particular). Much of the syntactic framework used in this book comes from Role
and Reference Grammar Theory. For more comprehensive detail concerning this
theory, the reader is directed to consult Van Valin (2005) or Van Valin and LaPolla
(1997).
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Abbreviations

1 1st person
2 2nd person
3 3rd person
i class/type 1
ii class/type 2
iii class/type 3 (etc.)
a actor
aaj argument-adjunct adpositional phrase
abil abilitative case
abl ablative
abs absolutive
absol absolute
acc accusative
adj adjective
adn adnominal modifier
adv adverb/adverbial
advr adversative
aff affirmative
afx affix
agr agreement
agt agentive case
all allative
an animate
ant anterior
antip antipassive
aor aorist
appl applicative
art article
asp aspect
asrt assertive/assertative
assoc associative
assum assumed evidential
attr attributive
atv active voice
aug augmented number
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xvi Abbreviations

aux auxiliary
av agentive voice
bel belonging or association
ben benefactive
bv borrowed verb
caus causative
cl clitic
clf classifier / class marker
clm clause linkage marker
cm causee marker
cn common noun
coll collective
com comitative
comp complementizer
compl completive
conj conjunct
consec consecutive marker
cont continuative aspect
contr contrastive focus particle
cop copula
cst contrast
cvb converb
dat dative
dcop deictic copula
decl declarative
def definite
deic deictic
dem demonstrative
der derivational affix
des desiderative
det determiner
detr detransitivizer
dex indexer
dfut distant future
dim diminutive
dir directional
dir.ev direct evidence evidential
dirc direct case
disj disjunct
dist distal
dlmt delimitative
dm dependency marker
d-s derived single argument
dstr distributive
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Abbreviations xvii

du dual
dub dubitative
dur durative
emph emphatic
ep emphatic pronoun
erg ergative
evid evidential
excl exclusive
exist existential
ext extension particle
f feminine
fin finite verb
foc focus
frust frustrative
fut future
fv final vowel
gen genitive
giv given
h human
hab habitual
hort hortative
hsy hearsay evidential
id identifiable
if illocutionary force
imp imperative
inan inanimate
incl inclusive
ind indicative
indf indefinite
inf infinitive
infl inflectional affix
infr inferred evidential
ingr ingressive
ins instrumental
int interrogative
intr intransitive
ipfv imperfective
irr irrealis
iter iterative
ix use of the index finger to point
lat lative
ldp left-detached position
lim limitative
lnk linker
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xviii Abbreviations

loc locative
m masculine
min minimal number
mkr marker
ml male
mod modality
n neuter
nasp nominal aspect
ndu non-dual
neg negation
neut neutral
nf non-final marker
nfut non-future tense
nh non-human
nm non-masculine
nmlz nominalizer
nom nominative
np noun phrase
npfp noun phrase final position
npip noun phrase initial position
nprs non-present
npst non-past tense
nrl non-relational prefix
nsg non-singular
nuc nucleus
num number
nvis non-visual evidential
obj object
objv objective
obl oblique
oblig obligation
obs observational
onom onomatopoeia
ov objective voice
p preposition
pass passive
pat patient
pau paucal
pbl possibility
pc perfect converb
pfv perfective
pl plural
pn proper noun
pocs post-core slot
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Abbreviations xix

pol polite
poss possessive
post posterior
pot potential mood
pp adpositional phrase
prcs pre-core slot
prdr predicator
pred predicate
prep preposition
pret preterite tense
prf perfect aspect
pro pronoun
prob probability
proc process
prog progressive
prop proper name
pros prospective aspect
prox proximal
prp present active participle
prs present tense
psa privileged syntactic argument
pst past tense
ptcl particle
ptcp participle
purp purposive
q question marker/particle
qnt quantification
qual qualitative
rc relative clause
rdp right-detached position
rec recent past
recp reciprocal
red reduplication
ref referential
refl reflexive
reflposs reflexive possessive
rel relative marker
rem remote past
remf remote future
rep reported evidential
res resultative
rl realis
rp reference phrase
rpro relative pronoun
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xx Abbreviations

rsm resumptive marker
s single argument of intransitive predicate
sa single actor argument of intransitive predicate
sbj subject
sbjv subjunctive
sbst substantivizer
sc subject concord
seml semelfactive
sens non-visual sensory evidential
seq sequential
sg singular
sim simultaneous aspect
sp spatial preposition
spc specifier
spec speculative evidential
srdir superdirective
ss same subject
stat stative
stm statement marker
su single undergoer argument of intransitive predicate
subv subjective
svc serial verb construction
tam tense aspect modality
tel telic
temp temporal marker
th theme
tm terminal marker
tns tense
top topic
tr transitive
u undergoer
v verb
vb verbaliser
vis visual evidential
voc vocative
vol voluntative
wh wh question
wp witnessed past
xp any type of phrase
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